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The Holy Bible
Before we get ahead of ourselves, however, let’s get into what the Holy Bible is. 
The word Bible literally means “book,” which is not surprising. It is a big book, but it’s so much more. 

(We’ll get to that on the next page.) 
What about the word holy? What does that word mean? Take a moment to look it up. Write down a few 

key words to define holy. 

So, what makes the Bible so special? It’s not special because it’s an important book. It’s so special 
because it’s all about Jesus. It points us to Jesus, and it shows us who He is and what He has done for us. 
More than that, in the Scriptures, we have God’s Word, and God uses the words and message of this book 
to work faith and life in us. This is all because of Jesus. Read or listen to the two passages below. Circle 
one word or phrase that sticks out to you. Why is that?

[Jesus said,] “You search the Scriptures because you think that in them you have eternal 
life; and it is they that bear witness about Me.” John 5:39

And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, [Jesus] interpreted to them in all the 
Scriptures the things concerning Himself.  Luke 24:27
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I can explain what the Bible is and how it is organized.

Take a moment to write down your answer to this question:
What is your favorite book? Why?

Maybe you like books and reading, maybe you don’t. Whatever you think of books, you can’t 
escape the fact that books matter. They contain all sorts of thoughts and ideas and information.

There is no doubt that the book called the Holy Bible is the most important book in history—by 
far! It has been read, studied, debated, and bought more than any other book in history by a mile. 
What is in the Holy Bible has changed the course of human history, and things that were written 
down more than 3,500 years ago are still talked about today. 

In other words, the Holy Bible is REALLY IMPORTANT! Over the course of these lessons, we’ll 
learn about this book, but more important, we’ll see how it points us to Jesus, how it is God’s Word, 
and how God’s Word is living and active in our lives.

                 M
y Favorite

   

Book (and Why)
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Digging Deeper
What’s in the Bible?

The Bible is all about the forgiveness and life we receive in Jesus, but what’s in it? How do we 
look at it? How do we use it? Though we call the Bible a book, it’s actually a collection of sixty-six 
books. These were written over a period of 1,500 years by many different authors. 

The Bible has two divisions: the Old Testament and the New Testament. We don’t use the word 
testament too much today. It’s related to words like covenant and contract. What are different con-
tracts or covenants you can think of? Brainstorm them now. 

The Old Testament includes the first thirty-nine books of the Bible. These are the books that 
happened before Jesus was born. They all point us to Jesus. The name Old Testament is a little 
misleading because sometimes we think of old things as not important or out of style. Instead, these 
books can be thought of as the first covenant or promise that God made to His people to send the 
Savior, Jesus. Across the circle to the left of the cross, write the words Old Testament, the number 
39, and an arrow next to it pointing to the cross. 

The New Testament includes, you guessed it, the last twenty-seven books of the Bible, which 
either record Jesus’ life and mission or the life of Jesus’ early followers in the Church. These point 
us back to Jesus and how He has fulfilled all of God’s promises made for us in the Old Testament. 
Again, these are all about Jesus. Across the circle to the right of the cross, write the words New Tes-
tament, the number 27, and an arrow next to it pointing to the cross. It all points to Jesus! 

How Is the Bible Organized?
Have you ever just opened the Bible and flipped to a page and started reading? What was that 

like? Discuss with someone. 
The books of the Bible are organized in a certain way that may seem confusing at first, but it 

makes sense when you know the system. 
Have you ever been to a library? How are the books in a library organized? Write down or sketch 

your thoughts below, and then share with a partner.

In libraries, books are usually organized by their type. Fiction is in one section, nonfiction is in 
another; magazines are in one spot, and children’s books in another. You get it. The same goes for 
the Bible. Instead of everything being ordered by the date they were written or their authors all in a 
row, the books of the Bible are put in categories, or genres; then the books are generally organized 
by the dates they were written in that genre. The opposite page shows all the books, in their genres, 
in order. These are the sixty-six books of the Bible. 
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Navigating the Library
The first five books of the Old Testament—

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuter-
onomy—are what we call the Books of Moses, or 
the Torah, meaning “Law of God.” Write Books of 
Moses next to the Law books on the right. They 
were written down by Moses. 

The next books in the Old Testament are called 
the Books of History. These tell the history of 
God’s people from the time of Moses up to the time 
of Jesus. Count the books of history at right and 
write their number next to the books. Also write 
History next to these books on the shelf. 

Next are the Books of Wisdom and Poetry. 
Count their number on the shelf and write that 
there too. These are books of poetry and wisdom 
written at different times during the Old Testament 
history, mostly by kings David and Solomon. Write 
Wisdom/Poetry next to these books. 

The last group of Old Testament books are the 
Books of Prophecy. Count the prophetic books 
on the shelf and write the numbers there. Also 
write the word Prophets next to them. These books 
record God’s special messages to His Old Testa-
ment people, mostly during the second half of their 
history. 

The New Testament has five different genres of 
books. The first four books—Matthew, Mark, Luke, 
and John—are called the Gospels. Draw a heart 
around the Gospels at right. Each Gospel tells of 
the life and mission of Jesus, from four different 
writers and perspectives. These make up the heart 
of the Bible. Write Gospels next to these books on 
the shelf. 

Next is the Book of the Acts of the Apostles, or 
just Acts. It is the one book of history in the New 
Testament. It is about the life of the first Christians 
after Jesus ascended into heaven. Write the word 
History next to this book. 

The next books are called the Pauline Epis-
tles. Count the number of Paul’s Letters and write 
this down next to the books on the right. Epistle 
means “letter.” These are letters that the apostle 
Paul wrote to the early Christians. Write Paul’s Epis-
tles somewhere next to these books. 

Near the end are the General Epistles. Count 
the General Letters and write the number next to 
the books on the shelf above. These are letters 
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that other people besides Paul wrote to the early 
Christians. Write General Epistles next to these 
books.  

The final book of the Bible is the only book 
of Prophecy in the New Testament, the Book of 
Revelation. This shows the visions God gave to the 
apostle John about life in the end times, or the time 
between Christ’s first coming and second coming. 
Finally, write the word Prophecy next to the book 
Revelation on the shelf above. 
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 Connections

Okay, Take a Deep Breath
So, that was a whole lot of information, but 

don’t panic. We’ll spend more time going over 
these details in the future. For now, let’s reflect. 

What is one interesting thing you’ve learned 
so far about the Bible? Take a moment to write it 
down. 

What is something interesting that you’ve 
learned so far about the Old Testament? Briefly 
write it here.

What is something interesting that you’ve 
learned so far about the New Testament? Take a 
moment to write it down. 

One Last Thing
Ever open up a Bible to a book and see 

a whole lot of numbers next to the titles 
of the books or scattered throughout the 
pages? Did you know that those numbers 
all over the place were not originally written 
there?

As people used the Bible more and 
more and made copies, later scholars even-
tually put in these numbers to help people 
quickly find sections or passages. We call 
these Bible references.

The Two Great Teachings of the Bible
Throughout this Bible Overview, you will read a lot about the Law and the Gospel. These are 

the two central doctrines (or teachings) of the Bible. As you receive the Word of God, the Holy Spirit 
works both Law and Gospel in you. It’s not just about knowing what’s Law and what’s Gospel. It’s 
about understanding how God uses both to create faith and eternal life in you! 

One way to remember how Law and Gospel work is the memory device SOS. 

The Gospel Shows Our Savior (SOS)The Law Shows Our Sin (SOS)

Brainstorm different ways the words of the Bible show us our sin and then show us our Savior, 
Jesus. Write these words or thoughts in the space above. Then, draw a cross in the space between 
as a reminder that the Bible, the Old and New Testament, is all about Jesus—what He has done and 
continues to do for us! 

Understanding Bible References
The following diagram illustrates how a common Bible 

reference to John 3:16 breaks down.
 Book  Chapter  Verse
 Title  Number  Number
 John  3:  16

Using the Bible’s table of contents, look up the book 
John, then chapter 3, and finally verse 16.




